Civil Rights Concerns about Social Media Monitoring by Law Enforcement

Social media has proven to be an invaluable tool for activists to connect and organize online. Powerful platforms have allowed movements like #BlackLivesMatter, #Not1More, and #MeToo to flourish and influence the national dialogue on issues that affect all Americans, including the most vulnerable people in the United States. But these services have also provided law enforcement with unprecedented power to monitor these growing movements and the people they represent.

Often covert and conducted without oversight, social media surveillance gives law enforcement agencies the ability to monitor and archive information on millions of people’s activities. This includes tracking people’s political actions, a practice that endangers activists and undermines our First Amendment rights to speech and association. This is particularly concerning given repeated recent reports of targeting and surveillance of Black protesters and activists, family separation protestors, and border groups by the FBI and Department of Homeland Security.

At the same time, few law enforcement agencies have publicly available policies showing how they use social media data on the communities they are supposed to protect. As with other surveillance in the United States, it appears that social media monitoring has been focused disproportionately on communities of color and other marginalized communities.

These monitoring tactics and law enforcement secrecy lead to civil rights and civil liberties harms. Here are six of the harmful impacts from social media surveillance that lawmakers and the public must take into account in any discussion about surveillance of social media users.

---

1 See Monica Anderson, Skye Toor, Lee Rainie, & Aaron Smith, Activism in the Social Media Age, PEW RESEARCH CTR. (July 11, 2018), https://www.pewinternet.org/2018/07/11/activism-in-the-social-media-age/ (“Certain groups of social media users – most notably, those who are black or Hispanic – view these platforms as an especially important tool for their own political engagement.”).


1. Social Media Monitoring Can Have a Chilling Effect on First Amendment-Protected Activities

Online surveillance by law enforcement stifles First Amendment-protected activities.\(^4\) This is particularly true when the surveillance targets political speech, such as efforts to petition the government, promote policy change, or connect over shared identities, viewpoints, or advocacy. Local police and federal agencies have monitored hashtags, event pages, location data and other information from social media platforms to track public gatherings and political protests; one investigation found that nearly half the police departments in California had purchased social media monitoring tools that were advertised as a method to keep tabs on activists and protestors.\(^5\) This information may be disseminated to other federal, state, and local government agencies, which leads to further surveillance, watchlisting, unnecessary interactions with law enforcement, and more dire consequences, such as overreaching immigration enforcement.\(^6\)

2. Social Media Monitoring Disproportionately Impacts Communities of Color and Other Marginalized Communities

Media reporting and other publicly available sources suggest that—as with other types of police monitoring—social media surveillance by law enforcement disproportionately targets communities of color and other marginalized communities. In addition to the tools described above, which were directed at activists of color and other individuals speaking out on issues related to racial justice, the Boston Police Department used a social media monitoring tool to track the use of terms like #blacklivesmatter, #AllLivesMatter, #BlackLivesMatterSinceFerguson, #DefendBlackLives.

---


Youth of color are heavily impacted by this surveillance as well; the New York City Police Department has officers devoted solely to online surveillance of young people whom they suspect are in gangs. This is a notoriously unreliable designation used almost exclusively to label Black and Latinx youth. 8

The information gathered in this surveillance may then be disclosed to other government agencies, resulting in law enforcement encounters, incarceration, detention, and further tracking by federal agencies such as the FBI or ICE. 9 Even when social media surveillance is aimed at uncovering evidence of criminal activity, the disproportionate focus on communities of color puts those communities under perpetual law enforcement scrutiny without justifiable cause. 10

3. Police are Monitoring Social Media without the Public’s Input or Approval

Law enforcement agencies across the country have collectively spent millions on social media monitoring without public debate or consent. 11 As a result, most communities are entirely in the dark as to how their local police track their speech and associations online. A recent survey revealed that 70% of responding police departments used social media to gather intelligence for investigations. 12 A separate review of 157 law enforcement agencies that use these tools showed fewer than 15% had publicly available policies that provided any detail regarding their use of social media for these purposes. 13 Without knowledge of these

13 Map: Social Media Monitoring by Police Departments, Cities, and Counties, supra note 11.
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policies, it is impossible for communities to know whether or how departments are protecting individuals’ rights or overseeing their officers’ use of these technologies. This obscurity is particularly notable at a time when communities around the country are pushing for more transparency around police use of surveillance tools.14

4. Susicionless Monitoring of Individuals Threatens Privacy and Allows Invasive and Persistent Tracking

Monitoring, mapping, and storing users’ posts and other activity on social media by law enforcement can intrude upon their privacy rights, even where the data is otherwise viewable by the public or a portion of the public.15 This data can provide a revealing picture of an individual’s personal life, preferences, associates, and activities, particularly when monitored and collected over an extended time period or when combined with network or metadata analysis. As the Supreme Court has recognized, the extent to which data reveals such intimate information is relevant to the question of whether government monitoring should be restricted by a warrant or other heightened protections.16

In the absence of written guidelines or other means of accountability, the only limits on the retention of social media information will be those imposed by other departmental policies. Without explicit limitations, data not directly connected to an ongoing investigation may remain in files or databases, waiting to be mined for additional information, location data, or content, or even used for further tracking far beyond the time or original purpose of collection.17

---


17 Note: Under federal regulation 28 CFR 23.20, state and local law enforcement agencies are restricted from including in federally-funded databases information concerning an individual unless there is “reasonable suspicion” that the individual is involved in criminal activity and the information is relevant to that activity. Despite the existence of this regulation, and its likely applicability to state and local law enforcement social
5. Fake Accounts and Other Undercover Law Enforcement Activity Pose Particular Threats

While there are no hard numbers on how many police departments use undercover accounts to connect with individuals online, anecdotal evidence suggests the practice is widespread and often operates with little oversight or departmental controls, despite published guidelines from some social media platforms prohibiting the practice.\(^{18}\) Online undercover activity can violate the public trust and may be even more insidious than in-person monitoring; this plays out in at least three ways. First, it is harder to verify someone’s true identity online. Second, an officer operating undercover could connect with and monitor an almost limitless number of people, while eliciting far more information than could typically be gleaned through face-to-face interactions. Third, a law enforcement agent could adopt multiple undercover personas, a feat that would be nearly impossible in person.\(^{19}\) And finally – as with in-person undercover activity – using an undercover account in order to connect with someone covertly could allow access to information that would otherwise require a warrant to obtain.

6. Social Media Can Be Highly Context-Dependent, Raising the Stakes When it is Used for Criminal Justice Purposes

Finally, law enforcement reliance on social media is particularly perilous in light of its notoriously contextual nature and the difficulty of accurately interpreting its meaning. One study found that even the best automated tools get the meaning of text wrong 20-30\% of the time, and manual review may fare no better, as one couple found when they were barred from entering the United States over a misunderstood joke on Twitter.\(^{20}\) These challenges are magnified when law enforcement uses a person’s social media posts

---

media monitoring systems, the absence of meaningful government transparency, accountability and oversight systems at the state and local level, as well as the failure of the Department of Justice to hold agencies accountable, the mean the regulation is too often ignored.


\(^{19}\) Documents obtained by the ACLU of Massachusetts show that companies have offered extensive services catering to law enforcement undercover operations online. In response to a request for proposals from the Boston Police Department for social media surveillance systems, for instance, the company Verint produced a nearly 200-page document outlining its offerings, including the maintenance of an “army” of undercover law enforcement bots. This offering came immediately after the major social media platforms made initial changes to make it more difficult for commercial developers to use social media data for law enforcement surveillance tools. See RFP for Acquiring Technology & Services Of Social Media Threats For The Boston Police Department, VERINT (Oct. 2016), http://2f8dep2znkt2udzw1p1hvyxd-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/BRICProposalBaselineDocument27a-Oct-16.pdf; Boston Police Cancels Plan to Buy $1.4 Million Social Media Surveillance System, PRIVACY SOS (Jan. 14, 2017), https://privacysos.org/blog/boston-police-cancels-plan-buy-1-4-million-social-media-surveillance-system/; Dell Cameron, Dozens of Police-Spying Tools Remain After Facebook, Twitter, Crack Down on Geofeedia, DAILY DOT (Oct. 11, 2016), https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/geofeedia-twitter-facebook-instagram-social-media-surveillance/.

\(^{20}\) See, e.g., Natasha Duarte, Emma Llanso, & Anna Loup, Mixed Messages? The Limits of Automated Social Media Content Analysis, CTR. FOR DEMOCRACY & TECH. (Nov. 2017), https://cdt.org/files/2017/11/Mixed-
and other activity to generate or support criminal charges or prison time.\textsuperscript{21} Even something as simple as pressing the “like” button on a Facebook post can be used to scrutinize everyone from individuals seeking information about lawful protests to teens trying to keep up with their neighborhood friends.\textsuperscript{22} Law enforcement must tread extremely carefully when turning to a medium that is rife with hidden meanings, innuendo, and misdirection.
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\textsuperscript{22} See, e.g., Popper, supra note 8; Chip Gibbons, \textit{The Prosecution of Inauguration-Day Protesters Is a Threat to Dissent}, NATION (Oct. 20, 2017), https://www.thenation.com/article/the-prosecution-of-inauguration-day-protesters-is-a-threat-to-dissent/ (describing a Department of Justice warrant for all 6,000 people who “liked” the DisruptJ20 Facebook page, related to protests against the 2016 Inauguration Day).
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